Step 5 Turn on the power
Turn on the power switch located inside of the
trashcan. The red indicator light will light up. The
indicator light will flash every three (3) seconds,
to show that the electrical system is working
properly.
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Introduction
Nine Stars automatic infrared sensor trashcans are designed and created to make life
simpler. Our automatic infrared trashcan allows an effortless way to dispose of trash.
Simply put an object or hand about ten (10) inches above the sensor and the lid will
then automatically open within seconds. When the object or hand is no longer within
the sensor’s range the lid will automatically close in seconds. Our trashcan utilizes the
infrared sensor technology to create a touch-less environment. We use the highest
quality material and most up to date technology in our products to ensure excellence.
We keep the sensor near the lip of the lid to make disposing trash easier because once
the sensor detects the trash you simply dropping the trash in the trashcan once the lid
opens.
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Step 6 Infrared motion sensor
When throwing objects into the trashcan,
hold the object or hand STILL approximately ten (10) inches above the sensor.
The lid will open automatically within 0.5
seconds, then will close automatically in
3-6 seconds after your hand or objects
depart. If an object or hand does not depart
the sensor area, the lid will stay open.
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Overview
Liner Ring Supports Trash Bag
(Inside)
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Manual Close Button (Resets
Motion Detecting Sensor)
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Infrared Motion Sensor-Detects
Motion within 10 Inches
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1 Hands Free Automatic Lid

Special Features

2 Power Saving On/Off Switch
( Under Lid )

3 Hidden Battery Compartment
( Fits 4 D Batteries Not Included)
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Manual Open Button ( Keeps
Lid Open for Long Time Usage)

8 Large Opening (Fits 1 Gallon
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Milk Jug Container)

10 Large Capacity Receptacle
Contains Up to 13 Gallons
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Manual open and close button
The open button allows the lid to stay open until
the close button is pushed. The close button
closes the lid and resets it back to have it
automatically open and close.
**Having the lid stay open manually for a long
period of time will consume battery life.
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Durable Stainless Steel

Technical Facts

Model DZT-42-9 and 50-9

a. The indicator light flashes red on stand by mode.
b. When the lid automatically opens, the indicator light shows green.
c. When the lid automatically closes, the indicator light shows red.
d. When the lid cannot fully open, the battery is low. Immediately replace with

Instructions
Step 1 Take the trashcan out of box

new batteries to avoid corroding of the battery case.

e. When the indicator light flashes yellow, the batteries are low. Please change

The automatic opening and closing control
system consists of computer chips, infrared
detecting sensor, mechanical transmitting
device and an electronic drive system. It is a
high-tech product, combining machine, light,
and electricity technique. It is made up of the
lid (containing all mechanisms and computer
chip) and pail. Its advantages are high performance, long service life and low energy
consumption.

batteries. (Do not mix new and old bateries).
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Warning

1. Do not submerge the trashcan into water it is equipped with many
electrical components. The trashcan can be wiped with a damp cloth.
2. Avoid forcing the lid close by hand while it is opening. Forcing the lid down
by hand can ruin the gears.
3. Replace used batteries in a timely manner to prevent battery acid leakage.
Battery acid may cause damage to the electrical components of the
trashcan. Do not mix new and old batteries.
4. Do not place trashcan in direct sunlight.

Step 2 Insert the battery

Limited Warranty

Take out the top cover from inside of the pail.
Open the cover of the battery case at the
bottom of the cover and equip it with four “D”
size batteries. Line it according to the “positive
and negative poles”.

What does this Warranty cover?
Squeeze battery cap in and carefully lift up to
open. To close, insert side without clip first and
push the battery cap down. Make sure it clicks
to ensure that it’s securely fastened.

This warranty covers the electronic mechanism of the lid such as the
computer chip, motor, gear box and electrical circuits.

How long does the coverage last?
-

This warranty runs for one (1) year from the date of purchase.

What will Nine Stars Group do?

Step 3 Insert the trash bag

-

Insert the garbage bag through the liner ring.
Wrap the bag over and around the liner ring.
Place it into the pail and gently push it down
while adjusting.

-

Nine Stars will fix or replace any defective or malfunctioning electrical part of
the lid.
Customer is responsible for the cost of return shipment of the defective item.

What does this warranty not cover?
Insert bag through the
liner ring hoop first, then
fold bag edges over the
ring.
**DO NOT put liner ring
inside the bag**

-

Battery caps, liner rings, inner bucket, or any problems that is caused by
abuse, misuse, or an natural disaster (such as earthquakes, floods, and
fires) are not covered. Also, consequential and incidental damages are
not recoverable under this warranty.
Warranty does not cover attempts at repair or the use of unauthorized
attachments.

How do you get service?

Step 4 Assembling trash can

-

Hold the front side of the top cover and press
down onto the top of pail. Place the rear side of
the top cover on the pail first, then, press the
front side down.

-

In order to be eligible for service under this warranty PLEASE return the
warranty registration card attached below with a proof of purchase (such
as a photocopy of original sales receipt).
If you have any technical questions or problems please feel free to call our
office at:
o

Place rear side
down first

1-866-9STARS-8, M-F, 9:00am to 5:30pm PST

How does state law apply?
-

This warranty gives you specific legal rights and you may also have other
rights that vary from state to state.

The warranty card is a detached form. Please mail the completed form back to Nine Star Group USA.

Nine Stars (Group) USA Inc.
17037 Green Dr. City of Industry, CA 91745

